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Abstract. This paper deals with gearing of a novel design.  Insensitivity to the gear axes misalignment is the principle feature of gearing of the 

proposed design.  The discussion begins with a brief historical overview on design of geometrically-accurate gearing.  Then, fundamentals of 

gearing that is insensitive to the axes displacements are discussed.  Elements of kinematics, an actual configuration of the gear axes of 

rotation, and so forth are covered in this discussion.  Analytical expressions for tooth flanks of a gear and a mating pinion for gearing of the 

proposed design are derived.  Features of interaction of tooth flanks of a gear and a mating pinion are briefly discussed.  The paper ends with 

the analysis of potential applications of “ prS  gearing”, and conclusion. 

 

1 A brief historical overview 

Transmission of a rotary motion (of a rotation and torque) from an 

input shaft to an output shaft is the main goal of gears of all designs.  

For centuries, only low rotations, and low torques where transmitted 

by means of gears.  This is due to the input shaft was driven either 

by animals, or by water, or by wind, etc.  Gearing of these kinds are 

referred to as “low-power-density gearing” (or just as 

“ LPD gearing”, for simplicity).  Here and below the term 

“power-density” stands for a ratio of a power being transmitting by 

gears to the gearing mass (sometimes the term “power-to-weight 

ratio” is used instead of the term “power-density”). 

As the “power-density” grows up, gearing has to meet 

additional requirements: a steady rotation of an input shaft has to be 

smoothly transmitted to a steady rotation of an output shaft (that is, 

no fluctuation of rotary motion of an output shaft is permissible). 

The problem of smooth transmission of a steady rotation by 

means of parallel-axes gearing (or just by “ aP  gearing”, for 

simplicity) has been solved in the 18th century by Leonhard Euler.  

Euler proposed [1], [2] involute tooth profile for gears that operate 

on parallel axes of rotation of a gear and a mating pinion.  The 

proposed by Euler gearing is referred to as “Euler gearing” (or just 

as “ Eu  gearing”, for simplicity).  Gears according to Euler 

feature equal base pitches.  Therefore, “ Eu  gears” are a kind of 

“geometrically-accurate gears”, and, thus, a smooth rotation can be 

transmitted by means of gears of this kind. 

This was George Grant who has solved the problem of smooth 

transmission of a steady rotation by means of intersected-axes 

gearing (or just by “ aI  gearing”, for simplicity). In 1887 Grant 

has filed an invention disclosure titled “Machine for Planing Gear 

Teeth” [3].  The proposed by Grant gearing is referred to as “Grant 

gearing” (or just as “ Gr  gearing”, for simplicity).  Bevel gears 

according to Grant feature equal angular base pitches.  Therefore, 

gears of this design are a kind of “geometrically-accurate gears”, 

and, thus, a smooth rotation can be transmitted by means of 

“ Gr  gearing”. 

The problem of smooth transmission of a steady rotation by 

means of crossed-axes gearing (or just by “ aC  gearing”, for 

simplicity) has been solved at around ~2008 by Radzevich [4].  

Gearing of the proposed design is referred to as “ R gearing”.  

“ R gearing” features equal angular base pitches.  Therefore, 

“ R gears” is a kind of “geometrically-accurate gears”, and, thus, 

a smooth rotation can be transmitted by means of gears of these 

design [5]. 

Line contact between tooth flanks of a gear, G , and a mating 

pinion, P , is observed in gearing of all of three kinds, namely, in 

“ Eu  gearing”, in “ Gr  gearing”, as well, as in “ R gearing”.  

This makes gearing of all the designs sensitive to the gear axes 

displacements, namely, to the linear, and the angular displacements 

of the axes of rotation of a gear and its mating pinion from their 

desirable location and orientation. 

The main goal of the research reported below is the 

development of a gear system that is insensitive to the gears’ axes 

misalignment. 

2 Fundamentals of gearing insensitive to gear axes 

misalignment 

Compared to gears with point contact, gears with line contact 

between tooth flanks of a gear, G , and a mating pinion, P , 

allows for higher power density (“high-power-density gearing”, or 

just “ HPDgearing”, for simplicity).  “ HPDgearing” are 

smaller in size, lighter in weight, and are capable of transmitting a 

required power (rotation and torque).  All the industries are 

concerned with the development of gear transmissions that feature 

the highest possible “power-density”. 

Line contact between tooth flanks of a gear, G , and a mating 

pinion, P , is desirable as long as no linear and angular 

displacements of the gears’ axes of rotation are taken into account.  

Unfortunately, in reality no gearing with zero axes misalignment are 

possible, as the axes misalignment is inevitable. 

In order to accommodate for the gears’ axes misalignment in 

gearing, line contact between a gear, G , and a mating pinion, 

P , tooth flanks is required to be substituted with point contact of 

their tooth flanks.  When doing that, it is desirable to sacrifice the 

gear pair bearing capacity as little as possible.  In this scenario, a 

gear pair gets capable of accommodating for the gear and the 

mating pinion axes displacements, as well as it features the highest 

possible power density.  The proposed novel design of gears is 

referred to as “ prS  gearing”. 

2.1 Elements of kinematics of gear pair 

Vector diagram of a gear pair is a convenient mean for the analysis 

of kinematics of gearing (“ aP  gearing”, “ aI  gearing”, as well 

as “ aC  gearing”).  In order to construct the vector diagram for a 

given gear pair, rotations of a gear, and that of a mating pinion, are 

required to be represented in vector form. 

Note: Rotation is not a vector by nature.  Therefore, special 

care is required to be taken when treating rotations as vectors. 

Fig. 1. Elements of kinematics of gear pair. 
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An example of the vector diagram for a crossed-axes gear pair 

is depicted in Fig. 1. 

The rotation vectors, gω  and pω , of a gear and its mating 

pinion, are pointed along the gear, gO , and the pinion, pO , axes 

of rotation.  The centre-line, ℄, is pointed along the closest distance 

of approach between the crossing axes, gO  and pO .  The centre-

distance (the closest distance of approach between the axes gO  and 

pO ) is designated as C .  The shaft angle,  , is formed by the 

rotation vectors, gω  and pω : 

 ( , )g p  ω ω  (1) 

It is assumed hear that the gear is motionless, and the pinion 

performes an instant rotation about the axis of instant rotation, lnP . 

The vector of instant rotation, plω , is specified by the gear 

ratio, u , and by an expression: 

 pl g p ω ω ω  (2) 

The following three principal planes are associated with a gear 

vector diagram (see Fig. 2): 

 the pitch-line plane ( lnP  plane) 

 the center-line plane ( lnC  plane) 

 the normal plane ( lnN  plane) 

The plane of action ( PAplane) complements the set of three 

principal planes to a full set of planes, associated with a gear vector 

diagram. 

A set of the principal planes associated with the  corresponding 

vector diagram is an efficient mean for the analysis and analytical 

representation of a gear pair when developing gearing of a novel 

design [4]. 

2.2 Actual configuration of gears’ axes of rotation 

Numerous sources of gears’ axes misalignment are observed in real 

gearing.  Inaccuracies of the gear housing, thermal extension of the 

components of the gearbox, deflections of the gear shafts under 

operating load, and so forth, are among them. 

As an example, the gear axes misalignment due to deflection of 

the gear shafts under operating load is briefly considered 

immediately below. 

Gear pairs are designed so as to keep axes of rotation of a gear 

and a mating pinion aligned, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 3,a.  

When an operated load is applied, the gear shafts got bent and 

twisted as shown in Fig. 3,b.  In the deformed stage gears are 

rotated about instant axes of rotation.  The instant axis of gear 

rotation (see Fig. 4) can be construed as straight line, tangent to the 

gear neutral axis at point that corresponds to the middle of the gear 

face width. 

One possible way to determine an actual configuration of the 

gear instant axis of rotation is to calculate the first derivative of 

equation of the neutral axis of the gear shaft.  CAD/CAM tools and 

FEA can be used to determine the anticipated displacements and 

deformations in a gear drive under an operating load.  Generally 

speaking, the axes of instant rotation of two gears can be viewed as 

two skewed straight lines. 

Ultimately, an actual configuration of instant axes of rotation of 

two mating gears can be specified just by two design parameters, 

namely, by an actual value of the closest distance of approach, 
rC , 

of the instant axes of rotation, and by their crossing angle, 
r . 

An actual value of the closest distance of approach, 
rC , of the 

instant axes of rotation, is a function of the design parameters, C  

and  , in the gear pair with zero axes misalignments, and of the 

Fig. 2. Principal planes associated with vector diagram of 

a gear pair (along with the plane of action). 

Fig. 3. The axes alignment in parallel-axes gearing: 

(a) perfect alignment, and (b) misalignment under 

operating load. 

( )a  

( )b  

Fig. 4. Shaft deflection of overhung bevel pinion under 

operating load. 
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tolerances for the total linear, { }δ , and the total angular, { } , 

displacenents of the axes of rotation: ( , , { }, { })rC C  δ  . 

In a displaced configuration of a gear and it’s mating pinion, an 

expression: 
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can be used for the calculation of an actual value of the closest 

distance of approach, 
rC , of the instant axes of rotation [4], [5]. 

Here, in Eq. (3), is designated: g ga  u u , g pb  u v , 

p pc  v v , 0gd  u d , and 0pe  v d .  The rest of the 

design parameters in Eq. (3), are explained in Fig. 5. 

The distance, 
rC , can be expressed in terms of the distance, 

C , and of the tolerances for the maximal permissible linear 

displacements of the gear and the pinion axes of rotation: 
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The crossed-axes angle, 
r , between the axes of rotation, 

r
gO  

and 
r
pO , is a function of that same design parameters, C ,  , 

{ }δ , and { }  : ( , , { }, { })r C  δ  .  This angle, 
r , can be 

calculated from the following expression: 
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The crossed-axes angle, 
r , can be expressed in terms of the  

Euler’s angles (the matrix of Euler’s coordinate systems 

transformation is not presented here as it is too bulky) [4], [5]. 

2.3 Tooth flank geometry in Spr –gearing 

As it is already mentioned above, prS  gearing is a kind of 

geometrically-accurate gearing.  Therefore, the tooth flank 

geomertry has to be derived so as to ensure smooth transmission of 

a uniform rotation from a driving shaft to a driven shaft.  Taken in a 

whole, tooth flanks, G  and P , of a gear and a mating pinion are 

neither enveloping, nor conjugate to one another.  However, 

because of point contact between the tooth flanks, G  and P , at 

every instant of time (a) a straight line along the contact 

perpendicular, gn , always intersects the axis of instant rotation, 

lnP , and (b) instant values of base pitches of a gear and a mating 

pinion, both, are equal to instant value of an operating base pitch of 

the gear pair. 

For convenience, particular reference systems are preferred to 

be used when deriving equations for the gear, G , and the mating 

pinion, P , tooth flanks, correspondingly. 

2.3.1 Adopted concept of tooth flank geometry in Spr –gearing 

In gears for geometrically-accurte gearing, the tooth flanks are 

generated by means of a desirable line of contact, desLC . 

Note: The tooth flanks, G  and P , are not generated yet, 

but a desirable line of contact, desLC , an be already spefied. 

The line of contact, desLC , is specified under an assumption 

that all the displacements, both, the linear displacements, as well as 

the angular displacements, are of a zero value.  Specified this way, 

the tooth flank in a gear for “ prS  gear system” is identical to that 

in “ R gearing” [5].  Then an impact of the displacements onto the 

geometry of a gear and a mating pinion tooth flanks is incorporated. 

For this purpose, when the gears rotate, the line of contact, 

desLC , is considered as rotated together with the plane of action, 

PA , that is, the line of contact is motionless in relation to the plane 

of action.  However, configuration of the line of contact in relation 

to the reference systems, g g gX Y Z  and p p pX Y Z , associated 

with the gear, and the mating pinion, depend on the actual values of 

axes misalignment in the gear pair.  The axes misalignment in the 

gear pair is kept within the pre-specified tolerances for the accuracy 

of the axes displacements. 

All possible configurations of the plane of action, PA , in 

relation to the reference systems, g g gX Y Z  and p p pX Y Z , are 

taken into account.  The plane of action, PA , is rotated about the 

axis, paO , under all possible values of the displacements, both, 

linear and angular, in terms of which the axes displacements can be 

expressed.  All possible configurations of the line of contact, 

desLC , in relation to the reference systems, g g gX Y Z  and 

p p pX Y Z , are covered this way.  Ultimately, a gear tooth flank, 

G , is generated in a reference system, g g gX Y Z  (which the gear 

will be associated with), as a locus of lines of contact, desLC .  

Similarly, a mating pinion tooth flank, P , is generated in a 

reference system, p p pX Y Z  (which the pinion will be associated 

with), as a locus of that same line of contact, desLC .  Regardless 

of the tooth flanks, G  and P , of a gear and a mating pinion are 

generated by that same line of contact, desLC , the tooth flanks, 

G  and P , in “ prS  gearing” always make point contact with 

one another.  The degree of conformity at point of contact between 

the tooth flanks, G  and P , in “ prS  gearing” is always the 

highest possible. 

The concept, adopted for the tooth flank generation of gears in 

“ prS  gear system”, can be viewed in alternative manner. 

As an example, consider a plane of action, PA , in a 

geometrically-accurate parallel-axes gear pair as schematically 

shown in Fig. 6.  An effective face width of the gear pair is 

designated as paF .  Then, a desired line of contact, desLC , in the 

nominal configuration of the axes of rotation, gO  and pO , is 

constructed.  After that two extremal configurations of the line of 

contact, desLC , are constructed as well.  One of the extremal 

configurations corresponds to the maximal positive, and another 

Fig. 5. Calculation of the total displacement along the 

center-distance in a gear pair. 
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one corresponds to the extremal negative deviation of the desired 

line of contact, desLC , from its nominal configuration.  All three 

the desired lines of contact are located within the plane of action, 

PA . 

The plane of action, PA , can be sliced on an infinite number of 

slices, each of which is perpendicular to the axis of instant rotation, 

lnP .  Width of each elementary slice is designated as paF . 

The elementary lines of contact, glc  and plc , for the gear and 

the mating pinion, are constructed so as for a geometrically-accurate 

crossed-axes gear pair having maximal linear, { }g  and { }p , 

and maximal angular, { }g  and { }p , displacements of the gear 

axis of rotation, gO , and that, pO , of the pinion from their 

nominal configuration in relation to the plane of action, PA .  The 

displacements, { }g  and { }g , are in nature the tolerances, [ ]g  

and [ ]g , for the maximal elementary displacements 

correspondingly. 

For the slice, paF , at the middle of the gear pair face, the 

elementary lines of contact, glc  and plc , are constructed so as for 

a geomatrically-accurate crossed-axes gear pair having zero linear, 

{ }g  and { }p , and angular, { }g  and { }p , displacements in 

relation to the plane of action, PA . 

For the rest of the slices, paF , in between the middle slice, 

and the slices at the both ends of the face, the elementary lines of 

contact, glc  and plc , are constructed similar to they are 

constructed for the perfect crossed-axes gear pair having 

intermediate values of the linear, { }g  and { }p , and the angular, 

{ }g  and { }p , displacements in relation to the plane of action, 

PA . 

It is right point to stress here that the instant plane-of-action 

apex, paA , as well as the instant base-cone-apexes, gA  and pA , 

of a gear and a mating pinion occupy different locations for 

different slices.  The central point, P , is remained stationary.  

There is certain freedom for the gear designer to chose a function of 

distribution of the elementary displacements, [ ]g , [ ]g , and 

[ ]p , [ ]p , within the face-width, paF .  The Gauss’ (or normal) 

distribution is the first one to be considered in this regard. 

Two curves, g ga Pc  and p pa Pc , are generated as envelope 

curves to corresponding family of the elementary lines of contact, 

glc  and plc , when the gears rotate. 

The tooth flanks, G  and P , are generated by these two 

curves, g ga Pc  and p pa Pc , one of which is constructed for the 

gear, and another one is constructed for the pinion. 

2.3.2 Preferred reference system 

Prior to begin the derivation of an equation for the gear tooth 

flank, G , and for its mating pinion tooth flank, P , the 

following three tolerances are require to be specified : 

o the tolerance, { }C , for the center distance, C  

o the tolerance, { } , for the crossed-axes angle,   

o the tolerance, { }A , for the axial location of the gear in the 

direction of the gear axial vector, gA . 

The actual value of the center distance, C , is within an 

interval: 

 { } { }C C C C C
     (6) 

where { }C
 is the upper, and { }C  is the lower maximum 

permissible deviations of the center distance, C . 

The actual value of the crossed-axes angle,  , is within an 

interval: 

 { } { }        (7) 

where { }  is the upper, and { }  is the lower maximum 

allowed deviations of the crossed-axes angle,  . 

The actual value of the axial distance, A , is within an interval: 

 { } { }A A A A A     (8) 

where { }A  is the upper, and { }A  is the lower maximum 

allowed deviations in the direction of the gear axial vector, gA . 

To perform the analysis, a convenient reference system can be 

determined in a few steps illustrated in Fig. 7. 

First, for a nominal configuration of the rotation vectors, all the 

elements of the corresponding vector diagram are predetermined by 

a configuration of the rotation vectors, gω  and pω .  The vector 

diagram can be constructed in an arbitrary reference system, in a 

reference system, h h hX Y Z , associated with the housing of the 

gear pair, in particular. 

Second, in a geometrically-accurate real gear pair all the 

elements of the vector diagram are displaced from their nominal 

location and orientation.  None of the angular velocity vectors in a 

perfect real gear pair, 
r
gω , 

r
pω , and 

r
pl

ω , align with the 

corresponding angular velocity vectors, gω , pω , and plω , 

constructed for their nominal configuration.  Moreover, the gear 

base-cone-apex, 
r
gA , the pinion base-cone-apex, 

r
pA , and the 

plane-of-action apex, 
r
paA , all of them are displaced from their 

nominal positions, labeled as gA , pA , and paA , correspondingly.  

Ultimately, the center distance, 
rC , the crossed-axes angle, 

r , 

and the pressure angle, .
r
t  , in a perfect real gear pair differ from 

that, C ,  , and .t  , constructed for their nominal configuration. 

Fig. 6. On the adopted concept of tooth flank generation in 

gears for “ prS gear system”. 

P  

a  

b  

ga  

gb  
pa  

pb  

paF  

paF  
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Permissible deviations of all the displacements in a perfect real gear 

pair in relation to their nominal values are limited by: 

o the tolerance, { }C , for the accuracy of the center distance, 

C  

o the tolerance, { } , for the accuracy of the crossed-axes 

angle,   

o the tolerance, { }A , for the accuracy of the gear axial 

distance, A  

The displacements could be more visible in a case, when both 

the vector diagrams are constructed together so as to overlap one 

another. 

Note: All the displacements are of small values (therefore, it is 

not easy to visualize them). 

Third, a reference system, pa pa paX Y Z , can be associated 

with the plane of action, PA .  This reference system is originated 

at the plane-of-action apex, paA , and the axis, paX , is pointed 

along the vector of instant rotation, plω , as illustrated in Fig. 7.  In 

this case an advantage can be taken from the fact that the 

configurations of the following elements of the vector diagram, 

namely: 

o of the plane-of-action apex, paA  

o of the vector of instant rotation, plω  

o of the center-line, ℄, 

are not altered under the manufacturing errors, as well as under the 

displacements caused by other reasons. 

Ultimately, in the case under consideration, the plane of action, 

PA , becomes stationary. 

Fourth, it is assumed below that when a gear is displaced from 

its nominal position and orientation, the position of the middle, f , 

of the effective face width, paF , do not altered within the axis of 

instant rotation, lnP , and is remained the same.  This point can be 

chosen as the origin of a Cartesian reference system, f f fX Y Z , 

associated with the plane of action, PA , as illustrated in Fig. 8.  

The reference system, f f fX Y Z , is shifted along the axis, paX , 

with respect to the reference system, pa pa paX Y Z , at a distance, 

.w par , and turned about this axis through the transverse pressure 

angle, .t . 

The motionless reference system, f f fX Y Z , is adopted below 

as a main reference system to perform the analysis.  It does not alter 

its configuration with respect to the gear housing when the gear 

displaces from its nominal location and orientation because of the 

manufacturing errors, under an operating load, because of the heat 

extension of the gear housing, as well as of the rest of components 

of the gear transmission, and so forth. 

2.3.3 Analytical description of tooth flank geometry in Spr –gearing 

Tooth flanks of a gear, and a mating pinion in “ prS  gearing” are 

generated by menas of a desirable line of contact, desLC , between 

the tooth flanks, G  and P .  Regardless of the tooth flanks are 

not generated yet at this point, a desirable line of contact can be 

constructed.  The line of contact, desLC , is a planar curve that is 

entirely located within the plane of action, PA . 

Note: In gearing of special design, a desirable line of contact, 

desLC , can be shaped in a form of a spatial curve [5]. 

When generating the tooth flanks, the desired line of contact 

travels together with the plane of action, PA . 

In the reference system, f f fX Y Z , associated with the plane 

of action, PA , position vector of a point, 
pa
lc

r , of the line of 

contact, desLC , can be analytically described in matrix form as: 

 

( )

( )( )

0

1

pa
palc

pa
pa palcpalc

X r

Y rr

 
 
 

  
 
 
  

r  (9) 

Here, in Eq. (9), par  designates a current value of the distance 

at which point, f , is remote from a current plane-of-action apex, 

.curr
paA .  For a specified gear pair, the distance, par , is within the 

interval: 

    ( ) ( )
. .w pa pa pa w pa par r r r r        (10) 

Considered in the reference system, f f fX Y Z , the line of 

contact, desLC , remains stationary when the distance, par , alters 

Fig. 7. Vector diagram, and a reference system associated 

with the plane of action, PA . 

r
pω  

r
gω  

r
pO  

r
gO  

rPA  .
r
t   

rC  

paX  

paY  

paZ  

rC  
L  

r
pA  

lnP  

paA

 

plω  

r
gA  

Fig. 8. The Cartesian reference system, f f fX Y Z , 

associated with the plane of action, PA . 
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from its minimum value,  ( )
.w pa par r   , to its maximum value, 

 ( )
.w pa par r   .  However, current location of the plane-of-action 

apex, 
.curr

paA , travels within the interval specified by Eq. (10), that 

is, it travels between two extremal positions, 
.minr

paA  and 
.maxr

paA .  

An operator, ( )f paRs , of the resultant coordinate system 

transformation can be used for the analytical description of 

transition from the Cartesian coordinate system, f f fX Y Z , to the 

reference system, pa pa paX Y Z : 

. .

. .

1 0 0 0

0 cos sin 0
( )

0 sin cos

0 0 0 1

t t

t t pa

f pa
r

 

 

 

 

 
 
 


  
 
  

Rs  (11) 

It is important to stress here that the operator, ( )f paRs , 

is a function of a current value of the distance, par . 

Further, the operator, ( )PARs G , of the resultant 

coordinate system transformation can be used for the analytical 

description of transition from the Cartesian coordinate system, 

pa pa paX Y Z , associated with the plane of action, PA , to the 

Cartesian coordinate system, g g gX Y Z , associated with the gear.  

Again, in the case of “ prS gearing”, the operator, 

( )PARs G , is a function of a current value of the distance, 

par . 

With that said, for the purpose of analytical description of 

transition from the Cartesian coordinate system, f f fX Y Z , to the 

coordinate system, g g gX Y Z , associated with the gear, the 

operator, ( )fRs G , can be used.  The operator, 

( )fRs G , equals to the product: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )f PA f pa  Rs Rs RsG G  (12) 

Once the operators, ( )f paRs  and ( )PARs G , are 

functions of a current value of the distance, par , the operator, 

( )fRs G , is also a function of this design parameter of the 

gear pair.  Below this function is expressed in terms of the 

parameter, inst
pa

f
A

X , which is the X  coordinate of the plane-of-

action apex, 
inst
paA . 

For the purpose of analytical description of a gear tooth flank, 

G , an equation can be used: 

inst, , ( ) ( )
pa

par
g pa p f palcA

r X f r
 

  
 

r Rs rG  (13) 

The gear tooth flank, G , in “ prS gearing” is a surface of 

three independent parameters.  An instant value of the radius, par , 

of point of the line of contact, desLC , is the first of three 

parameters.  An instant value of the angle, p , through which the 

input shaft is turned about the pinion axis of rotation, pO , is the 

second parameter [the operator, ( )fRs G , of the resultant 

coordinate system transformation is a function of the angle, p ], 

while the coordinate, inst
pa

f
A

X , of the instant plane-of-action apex, 

inst
paA , is the third of three parameters. 

Similarly, for a pinion tooth flank, P , a corresponding 

equation is derived: 

inst, , ( ) ( )
pa

par
p pa p f palcA

r X f r
 

  
 

r Rs rP  (14) 

Here, the operator, ( )fRs P , of the transition from the 

reference system, f f fX Y Z , associated with the plane of action, 

PA , to the coordinate system, p p pX Y Z , associated with the 

pinion, equals to the product: 

( ) ( ) ( )f PA f pa  Rs Rs RsP P  (15) 

The pinion tooth flank, P , in “ prS  gearing” also is a 

surface of three independent parameters.  An instant value of the 

radius, par , of point of the line of contact, desLC , is the first of 

three parameters.  An instant value of the angle, p , through which 

the input shaft is turned about the pinion axis of rotation, pO , is 

the second parameter [the operator, ( )fRs P , of the resultant 

coordinate system transformation is a function of the angle, p ], 

while the coordinate, inst
pa

f
A

X , of the instant plane-of-action apex, 

inst
paA , is the third of three parameters. 

Three independent parameters, par , p , and inst
pa

f
A

X , are 

excessive for the determination of a surface, in both cases, that is, 

for the detemination of a gear tooth flank, G , as well as of a 

mating pinion tooth flank, P , as a surface is a space of two 

dimensions.  An advantage can be taken from the available plurality 

of independent parameters by setting a favorable functional 

correlation between two of them, namely, between the parameters,  

p  and inst
pa

f
A

X .  The function inst inst ( )
pa pa

f f p
A A

X X   has 

to be a kind of function to ensure smoothness of the tooth flanks, 

G  and P .  After two of three independent parameters somehow 

are correlated with one another, then the tooth flanks, G  and P , 

turns to be functions of two independent parameters.  Below, an 

example of such a functional correlation, 

inst inst ( )
pa pa

f f p
A A

X X  , between two of three independent 

parameters is considered. 

The operator of the resultant coordinate system transformation, 

( )PARs P , is required to be composed. 

The operator of the resultant coordinate system transformation, 

( )fRs P , as well as the operators, ( )f paRs  and 

( )PARs G , are functions of a current value of the distance, 

par . 

The distance, par , can be expressed in terms of elementary 

linear displacements, gx , gy , and gz , and elementary angular 

displacements, gx , gy , and gz , of a gear, together with 

elementary linear displacements px , py , and pz , and 

elementary angular displacements, px , py , and pz , of a 

mating pinion. 
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The disclosed approach for generating a gear, G , and a 

mating pinion, P , tooth flanks can be qualitatively summarized 

in the following way.  Consider that the plane-of-action apex, 

.curr
paA , at its initial location coincides with the point, 

.minr
paA .  

For such a configuration of the axes of rotation, gO  and pO , of a 

gear and a mating pinion, the tooth flanks, minG  and minP , of an 

“ R gearing” can be generated [4].  Then the apex, 
.curr

paA , is 

shifted toward the plane-of-action apex, 
.maxr

paA , at a reasonably 

short distance (or at an infinitesimally short distance).  As the 

operators of the resultant coordinate systems transformation are 

functions of current value of the distance, par , the initial 

configuration of the axes of rotation, gO  and pO , is altered under 

such a shift.  A novel “ R gearing” can be generated with a new 

configuration of the axes of rotation, gO  and pO .  Gradually 

shifting the apex, 
.maxr

paA , toward the plane-of-action apex, 

.maxr
paA , a set of tooth flanks, curG  and curP , of different 

“ R gearings” is generated.  Finally, when the plane-of-action 

apex, 
.curr

paA , at its current location coincides with the point, 

.maxr
paA , the teeth flanks, maxG  and maxP , are generated. 

The tooth flanks of a gear in “ prS  gearing” are the envelope 

surfaces to all the intermediate gear tooth flanks, minG , curG , … 

, and maxG .  Similarly, the tooth flanks of a pinion in 

“ prS gearing” are the envelope surfaces to all the intermediate 

pinion tooth flanks, minP , curP , … , and maxP .  Under any 

and all permissible configurations of the axes of rotation, gO  and 

pO , the interacting tooth flanks of a gear and a mating pinion in 

“ prS gearing” make point contact. 

An in detail analysis of Eq. (13) for the position vector of a 

point, 
r
gr , of a tooth flank, rG , as well as a similar Eq. (14) for the 

position vector of a point, 
r
pr , of a mating pinion tooth flank, rP , 

in “ prS gearing” reveal that alterations (in comparison to perfect 

gearing) should be made to the tooth flanks of both members 

engaged in mesh.  It is not allowed to keep one of the members with 

the original perfect geometry of the tooth flanks, and to compensate 

for the required changes the mating member of the gear pair.  

Making changes to the geometry of the tooth flanks of both 

members of the gear pair is necessary because in “ prS gearing” 

the geometry of the tooth flanks, rG  and rP , is predetermined by 

a given configuration of the rotation vectors, gω  and pω , of the 

gear and the pinion. 

The tooth flanks of a gear, and a mating pinion in 

“ prS gearing” are always in point contact.  However, a degree of 

conformitya of the interacting tooth flanks is always of the highest 

possible value. 

The derived equations [see Eq. (13) and Eq. (14)] for the teeth 

flanks, G  and P , can be used for both, for design of a gear and 

                                                 
a The higher the degree of conformity at point of contact of the tooth 

flanks, G  and P , the higher contact strength of the interacting teeth, and 

vice versa. 

a mating pinion tooth flanks, as well as reference surfaces in 

inspection of a gear and a mating pinion tooth flanks.  

Implementation of the proposed geometry of tooth flanks in 

“ prS  gearing” as a datum surface for the purposes of gear 

inspection and for measuring deviations of an approximate gear due 

to “design” errors, as well as “manufacturing” errors, is an 

additional advantage of this novel kind of gearing. 

The geometry of tooth flanks in “ prS  gearing” is the target 

when designing real gears.  Later on, the determined the most 

favorable tooth flank geometry can be approximated by surfaces 

those convenient for machining/finishing of the gears. 

The tooth flank in “ prS  gearing” is also used as the 

“reference surface” for any and all desired tooth flank 

modifications.  Once the desired tooth flank of a gear and a mating 

pinion in “ prS  gearing” is specified in terms of the linear and 

angular displacement, the design parameters of the gear set, and so 

forth, then it can be approximated by a corresponding surface that is 

convenient for machining.  This returns a practical kind of the gear 

tooth flank modification: not a tooth profile modification, and not a 

tooth lead modification, but a modification of the entire tooth flank 

of a gear and a mating pinion. 

It is instructive to stress here on the important difference 

between “conjugate” tooth surfaces, G  and P , in 

“ prS  gearing” and that in gearings of other types: parallel-axes 

gearing, intersected-axes gearing, as well as crossed-axes gearing.  

In the later cases, a gear and a mating pinion teeth flanks, G  and 

P , are conjugate to one another, and are in line contact with each 

other.  In “ prS  gearing”, the condition of conjugacy is also 

fulfilled, however, the tooth flanks, G  and P , make “point 

contact” (and not “line contact”) with one another.  It is proposed to 

refer to the conjugacy of this sort as to “conjugacy of higher order” 

of the tooth flanks, G  and P . 

2.3.4 Angular base pitch 

In “ prS  gearing”, at every instant of time angular base pitch of a 

gear, 
inst
.b g

 , and angular base pitch of a mating pinion, 
inst
.b p

 , 

both, are equal to an instant value of the angular operating base 

pitch, 
inst
.b op

 , of the gear pair (that is, the equalities, 
inst inst
. .b g b op

   

and 
inst inst
. .b p b op

  , are observed).  These two equalities have to be 

fulfilled within the effective face width, paF , of a gear pair.  Only 

under such conditions a pure rotation can be transmitted from a 

driving shaft to a driven shaft by means of “ prS  gearing”. 

The actual values of the instant angular base pitches vary 

depending on the actual configuration of the rotation vectors, gω  

and pω .  A current configuration of the rotation vectors, gω  and 

pω , varies either in time as a function of the gear pair loading, or 

it varies for different gear pairs of the same design.  A current 

deviations of the rotation vectors, gω  and pω , from their desired 

configuration are not known.  However, the corresponding 

tolerances,  inst
.b g

 ,  inst
.b p

 , and  inst
.b op

 , for the accuracy 

of the configuration of the rotation vectors, gω  and pω , can be 

set up.  Further, the tolerances,  inst
.b g

 ,  inst
.b p

 , and 

 inst
.b op

 , the actual values of which are known, are handled, 
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instead of the deviations, 
inst
.b g

 , 
inst
.b p

 , and 
inst
.b op

 , the actual 

values of which are unknown. 

Shown in Fig. 9, is an operating angular base pitch, 
.
r
b op

 , 

constructed for a nominal configuration of the rotation vectors, gω  

and pω .  The plane-of-action pitch circle of a radius, .w par , is 

intersected by the sides of the angle, 
.
r
b op

 , at points, a  and b , 

that is, the points, a  and b , are at an angular distance, 
.
r
b op

 , 

form one another.  One of the three design parameters, .b op , 

.w par , and ab , can be expressed in terms of the rest of two.  

Moreover, the linear distance, ab , also can be calculated: 

 
.

.2 sin
2

r
b op

w paab r


  (16) 

For a gear pair with the displaced teeth flanks, G  and P , 

the actual values of the design parameters, .b op  and 
inst
par , alter, 

while the linear distance, ab , is remained of that same value 

( constab  ).  For a specified value of the distance, 
inst
par , 

current value of the angular operating base pitch, 
inst
.b op

 , is 

calculated as: 

 
inst 1
. inst

.

2sin
2( )

b op
w pa pa

ab

r r
 

 
 (17) 

Here, in Eq. (17), the distance, 
inst
par , is a signed value. 

In “ prS gearing”, a gear and a mating pinion feature an 

“interval” of base pitches, and not a fixed certain value of the base 

pitch.  The “range” of the base pitches makes the gear pair capable 

of accommodating for a prescribed range of permissible values of 

the axes misalignment. 

The values, 
min
.b op

  and 
max
.b op

 , are the minimum and the 

maximum values of the angular operating base pitch, 
inst
.b op

 , 

correspondingly, calculated from Eq. (17).  The maximum 

“negative” deviation, and the maximum “positive” deviation of the 

angular operating base pitch, 
inst
.b op

 , from it nominal value, .b op , 

are designated as 
min
.b op

  and 
max
.b op

 , correspondingly.  The 

extremal deviations, 
min
.b op

  and 
max
.b op

 , form an interval for 

permissible variation: 

min inst max
. . . . .
r r
b op b op b op b op b op

          (18) 

of the operating base pitch, 
inst
.b op

 , in a gear pair. 

The intervals of permissible variation of the angular base 

pitches of a gear, 
inst
.b g

 , and a mating pinion, 
inst
.b p

 , are identical 

to the permissible variation of the operating angular base pitch, 

inst
.b op

 , of the gear pair [see Eq. (18)].  No transmission error is 

observed if the base pitches of a gear and its mating pinion are 

equal to one another, and both of them are equal to a current value 

of the operating base pitch of the gear pair.  Ultimately, 

prS  gears are capable of transmitting a rotation from a driving 

shaft to a driven shaft smoothly with no vibration generation and no 

noise excitation. 

In a particular case, when the axes of rotation of a gear and a 

mating pinion are exactly parallel to one another, the base cones 

reduce to corresponding base cylinders.  Because of this, the 

angular operating base pitch, 
inst
.b op

 , approaches zero (that is, 

inst
.

0
b op

  ), and the corresponding radius, 
inst
par , approaches an 

infinity, that is, 
inst inst

.( )pa w pa par r r    [as well as the 

axial distance, A , approaches an infinity ( A )].  Therefore, 

when determining an actual value of the angular operating base 

pitch, 
inst
.b op

 , an indefiniteness of the sort  0   is observed (as an 

equality, b b pap R  , is valid).  The “L'Hôpital's rule” can be 

used to resolve this issue.  Also, in this particular case (that is, in a 

case when an actual configuration of the rotation vectors, gω  and 

pω , corresponds to that in geometrically-accurate parallel-axes 

gear pair), the instant angular operating base pitch of a gear pair, 

inst
.b op

  (a design parameter that is measured in angular units), can be 

replaced with the instant operating base pitch of a gear pair, 
inst
.b op

p  

(a design parameter that is measured in linear units): 

inst instinst
. .pab op b op

p r   .  Other technics for opening the indefiniteness 

of the sort, 0  , can also be used. 

The actual value of the operating angular base pitch, 
inst
.b op

 , 

depends on the deviation,  , of the crossed-axes angle,  , in a 

real gear pair, and it does not depend on the actual values of the 

deviations, C , and A , in the center distance, C , and the 

length of the axial vector, A .  The geometry of the traces of 

contact point, K , on the gear, G , and the mating pinion, P , 

tooh flanks, as well as the parameters of the actual portion of the 

active tooth flanks, G  and P , depend on the actual values of 

the deviations, C , and A . 

2.3.5 Account for normal distribution of gears’ axes displacements 

In real gearing, tooth flank of a gear, and tooth flank of a mating 

pinion, both, can be viewed as a kind of a smooth regular surface.  

A surface is a two-dimensional space, and, thus, it can be 

analytically expressed in terms of two parameters.  Position vector 

of point, 
r
gr , of a gear tooth flank, rG , as well as position vector 

of point, 
r
pr , of a pinion tooth flank, rP , are expressed in terms 

of three parameters, that is, of par , p , and fX  [see Eq. (13), 

and Eq. (14)].  An excessive independent parameter in the equations 

for position vectors of a point, 
r
gr  and 

r
pr , can be used with a goal 

Fig. 9. Operating base pitches, 
min
.b op , .b op , and 

max
.b op . 
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to develop favorable designs of a gear, rG , and a mating pinion, 

rP , tooth flanks in “ prS gearing”. 

There is a certain freedom in varying the design parameters of 

tooth flanks of the gear, rG  and the pinion, rP , within the 

intervals 0.5 0pa paF f    and 0 0.5pa paf F   .  It is 

reasonable to assume that a zero axes misalignment occurs at a 

midpoint of the effective face width, paF .  Transition from a zero 

axes misalignment at the midpoint to a maximum axes 

misalignment at one end of the gear, and to a maximum axes 

misalignment at the opposite end of the gear, follows a certain 

function.  This makes it possible to synchronize permissible linear 

and angular displacements in the prS  gear pair.  Use of Gauss’ (of 

normal) distribution of the manufacturing errors sounds attractive 

from this perspective.  The instant values of the design parameters, 

par  and fX , in “ prS gearing” may correlate to one another so 

as to follow Gauss’ distribution.  When a gear and a mating pinion 

in “ prS gearing” are designed this way, for smaller instant values 

of the axes misalignment (probability of which is higher), contact 

point is mainly located in the vicinity of the midpoint of the 

effective face width, paF .  For larger instant values of the axes 

misalignment (probability of which is lower), contact point is 

mainly located at the ends of the effective face width, paF . 

As manufacturing errors perfectly follow normal distribution, 

the implementation of Gauss’ distribution formula for the derivation 

of an equation for position vectors of point, 
r
gr  and 

r
pr , for tooth 

flanks, rG  and rP , becomes reasonable (see Fig. 10): 

 

2

2

( )

2
,

2

1
( )

2

X

X e




 






  (19) 

In Eq. (19), the parameter   is the mean (location of the peak), 

and 
2  variance (the measure of the width) of the distribution. 

It is reasonable to assume that the actual values of the design 

parameters, par  and fX , correlate to one another following 

Gauss’ distribution formula [see Eq. (19)]: 

 

2
.

2

( )
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1
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2
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X
r e
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 (20) 

The generation of the tooth flank of a gear, rG , and its mating 

pinion, rP , in “ prS  gearing”, generated in compliance to 

Eq. (20), could be of practical importance as the manufacturing 

errors, as well as the errors and displacements of other nature, 

follow Gauss’ distribution formula with high accuracy. 

Once one of the design parameters, par  and fX , in 

“ prS  gearing” is expressed in terms another one, that is, a 

function, ( )f f paX X r , is established, then position vectors of 

a point, 
r
gr  and 

r
pr , of the tooth flank of a gear, rG , and its 

mating pinion, rP , are expressed in terms of two (and not of 

three) design parameters, as required for any and all smooth regular 

surfaces. 

2.3.6 Features of interaction of gear tooth flanks 

A few features of interaction of teeth flanks, G  and P , of a 

gear and a mating pinion, correspondingly, are briefly discussed 

immediately below.  The readers’ attention is focused on the path of 

contact point over the teeth flanks, G  and P , and on features of 

geometry of contact between the teeth flanks, G  and P . 

2.3.6.1. Trace of contact point on gear tooth flank. As an 

example, the location and orientation of the trace of contact point, 

Tr , within tooth flank of a spur prS  gearing is schematically 

shown in Fig. 11. 

In a case, when a positive axes misalignment is observed, the 

trace of contact point for the left side, lTr , and the right side, 

rTr , of the gear tooth are shifted oppositely toward the ends of the 

gear, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 11. 

In a case of zero axes misalignment, the trace of contact point 

on the left flank, 
0
l

Tr , of the gear tooth, as well as on the right 

flank, 
0
rTr , of the gear tooth go through the middle of the face of 

the gear.  Similarly, negative axes misalignment results in the trace 

of contact point for the left, l
Tr


, and for the right, rTr  , sides of 

the gear tooth being shifted oppositely towards the opposite ends of 

the gear. 

The shown in Fig. 11 schematic pertains to “ prS  gearing” 

that features constant in time values of all the displacements.  When 

the displacements alter in time, then the paths of contact of a more 

complex geometry are observed. 

2.3.6.2. Features of the contact geometry between the tooth 

flanks. When geometrically-accurate parallel-axes gears rotate the 

plane of action is unwrapping from one base cylinder and wrapping 

onto the other base cylinder of mating gears.  This schematic is 

valid as long as the axes of rotations of the gear, gO , and its 

pinion, pO , are parallel to one another.  In reality, the axes of 

rotation, 
r
gO  and 

r
pO , of a gear and a mating pinion are not 

parallel to one another.  At every instant of time, the axes of 

rotation, 
r
gO  and 

r
pO , cross one another at a certain crossed-axes 

angle instead.  The value of the crossed-axes angle depends on the 

current parameters of the axes misalignment.  Therefore, for 

desirable parallel-axes real gearing a schematic based on crossing 

rotation vectors, 
r
gω  and 

r
pω , of the gear and the pinion should be 

applied instead of that for parallel-axes gearing. 

Fig. 10. Probability density function ( 0  ). 
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Because of the axes misalignment, parallel-axes gearing is 

actually becomes a kind of spatial gearing that features distance of 

closest approach of the axes of a gear and a mating pinion, as well 

as a crossed-axes angle.  In reality, the closest distance of approach 

of the axes is approximately equal to the distance between parallel 

axes of the gear and the pinion, and the actual value of the crossed-

axes angle is close to either 180  (in external gearing) or 0  (in 

internal gearing). 

In any case, line contact in a geometrically-accurate gear pair is 

substituted with point contact in its corresponding “ prS gearing”.  

The degree of conformity of tooth flanks of the gear, rG , and the 

pinion, rP , at every point of their contact is of the maximum 

possible degree.  The tooth flanks of gears of no other systems of 

gearing feature degree of conformity as high as gears in 

“ prS gearing”.  The latter is of critical importance from the 

standpoint of reduction of contact stress, as well as of an increase in 

the wear resistance of the interacting tooth flanks of the gear and the 

pinion. 

Tooth flanks in “ prS gearing” always make point contact.  

The actual location and configuration of the trace of contact point, 

PC , depends on the actual value of the axes misalignment.  As the 

tooth flanks of a gear, rG , and a mating pinion, rP , are always in 

point contact with one another, they do not envelope each other.  

However, under any reasonable axes misalignment, instant base 

pitch of a gear, 
inst
.b g

 , is equal to instant base pitch of a mating 

pinion, 
inst
.b p

 , and both of them are equal to instant operating base 

pitch, 
inst
.b op

 , of the gear pair: 

 
inst inst
. .b g b op

   (21) 

 
inst inst
. .b p b op

   (22) 

The proposed geometry of tooth flanks in “ prS gearing” is 

derived to accommodate the axes misalignment of all three 

components of linear displacements, and all three components of 

angular displacements.  This makes “ prS gearing” insensitive to 

the axes misalignment within their reasonable range).   

The geometry of the tooth flanks of intersected-axes 

“ prS  gearing” is derived so as to accommodate the axes 

misalignment of all three components of the both, of the linear 

displacements as well as of the angular displacements.  This makes 

“ prS  gearing” insensitive to axes misalignment.  Gearing of the 

proposed design is the only kind of self-adjustable gearing possible 

at all.  This significant advantage is achieved due to equality of the 

angular base pitches of a gear and a mating pinion to the operating 

base pitch of the gear pair at every instant of time.  No transmission 

error is observed when at every instant of time the base pitches of a 

gear and a mating pinion are equal to the operating base pitch of the 

gear pair.  Ultimately, by means of prS  gears a uniform rotation 

can be smoothly transmitted from a driving shaft to a driven shaft 

with no vibration generation or noise excitation. 

The concept of the “path-of-contact surface, csP ”, can be 

easily enhanced to “ prS  gearing”: the “path-of-contact surface, 

csP ”, is a continuous set of the circular-arc paths of contact, cP , 

at different transverse pressure angle, .t .  The radius of a current 

circular-arc path of contact is a “non-linear” function of the 

distance of point on the pitch line, lnP , from the plane-of-action-

apex, paA  ( g pA A  ).  The “path-of-contact surface, csP ”, is 

a continuous surface of variable transverse pressure angle, .t , 

and variable pitch (along the axis of instant rotation, lnP ). 

2.4 Potential applications in Spr –gearing, and future work 

Two potential areas of application of “ prS  gearing” are 

discussed immediately below as examples.  They are (1) two-

degree-of-freedom gearing, and (2) gears having tooth flanks of 

favorable modification. 

Two-degree-of-freedom gearing. Gears that are commonly used 

in the industry, feature one degree of freedom.  The input rotation is 

the only independent mobility in gear pairs of conventional design.  

For particular applications, an additional mobility in a gear pair is 

desired.  Gear pairs of this particular kind are referred to as the 

“two-degrees-of-freedom gearing”, or just “ 2DOF  gearing”, for 

simplicity.  The rotation of the input shaft is one of two mobilities, 

and the motion by means of which the angle between a gear and a 

mating pinion axes of rotation alters is the other mobility.  Other 

kinds of the “two-degrees-of-freedom gearins” that feature a 

combination of a translational and a rotational motions are also 

possible. 

“Two-degrees-of-freedom gearing” are investigated since the 

beginning of 1960s, or even since the earlier time.  They can be 

used in the design of “constant velocity joints”, or just 

“ CV  joints”, for simplicity.  Robot arms is another area of 

potential application of the “ prS  gearing”. 

Schematic of an intersected-axes two-degrees-of-freedom gear 

pair is illustrated in Fig. 12. 

The rotation vectors, gω  and pω , of a gear and a mating 

pinion form an intersected-axes angle,  , that varies in time, that 

is, ( )t   .  The gear is rotated about its axis of rotation, gO , 

with an angular velocity, g .  The mating pinion is rotated about 

its axis of rotation, pO , with an angular velocity, p .  The axes of 

rotations, gO  and pO , intersect one another at the plane-of-action 

apex, 
inst
paA . 

In order to perform the complementary instant rotation, rolω , 

the gear and the pinion roll over one another.  For this purpose, the 

gear and the pinion rotate with angular velocities, .rol g  and 

Fig. 11. Traces of contact point, Tr , on tooth flanks in 

prS gearing. 

 

lG  rG  

lTr  

rTr  
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.rol p , correspondingly, about the centers, go  and po .  The 

midpoint, f , of the face width, paF , in the gear pair is located 

within a straight line through the go  and po . 

When performing these rotations, the circular arc of a radius, 

.c gr , associated with the gear, rolls over the circular arc of a 

radius, .c pr , associated with the pinion.  The circular arcs centered 

at the centers, go  and po .  The circular arcs of the radii, .c gr  and 

.c pr , are the centrodes in rolling motion of the gear and the pinion 

I their rolling motion.  As the rolling motions, .rol g  and .rol p , 

progress, the actual value of the intersected-axes angle, ( )t , 

varies. 

Gears with tooth flanks featuring favorable modification. The 

determination of the design parameters of the required gear tooth 

flank modification for a particular application of a gear pair has to 

be properly engineered, which is a must.  This gear problem is a 

sophisticated one, and it has no reliable solution yet.  Nowadays, 

“trial-and-error” approach is dominated when solving problems of 

this sort.  There is no evidence that the problem has a chance to get 

solved as long as conventional approaches are used for these 

purposes. 

There is no chance to get the problem solved using for this 

purpose “trial-and-error” approach, as this approach is endless, and 

is affordable only to those who has an access to an infinite resource 

of funds. 

A reliable solution to the problem of favorable modification 

becomes evident due to a novel design of gearing, the so-called 

“ prS gearing”.  The proposed solution to the problem is as 

follows: for a specified applicaiton of gears, tooth flank geometry of 

a corresponding “ prS gearing” has to be determined.  After that, 

gear tooth flanks of the derived geometry are approximated by 

surface patches that are easy for manufacture.  No better 

modification of gear tooth flanks can be even imagine. 

Future work. An in detail investigation of the kinematics and 

geometry of tooth flanks in “ prS  gearing” is a goal of the future 

research in the field.  Development of method for manufacture of 

gears for the gearing of the proposed design is of prime importance 

for the promotion of “ prS gearing” to application in the industry.  

The aerospace industry, as well as the automotive industry, are the 

first two candidated for that. 

2.5 Conclusion 

The paper deals with gearing for transmission a rotary motion from 

a driving shaft to a driven shaft that either cross ( aC  gearing), or 

intersect ( aI  gearing), or are parallel ( aP  gearing) to one 

another.  If no the gear axes displacements are take into account, the 

problem of transmission of a steady rotation can be successfully 

solved of geometrically-accurate gears: by (a) “ Eu  gearing” 

when the gear axes of rotation are parallel to one another, 

(b) “ Gr  gearing” when the gear axes of rotation intersect one 

each other, or (c) “ R gearing” when the gear axes of rotation 

cross one another.  A proposed novel design of gearing is referred 

to as “ prS  gearing”. 

“ prS  gearing” is a kind of geometrially-accurate gearing, as 

it meets all three fundamental laws of gearing that geometrially-

accurate gearing of all designs fulfil.  Capability to accomodate for 

the axes misalignment (both, linear, as well as angular 

displacements) is the main feature of “ prS  gearing”.  This is due 

to point contact between tooth flanks, G  and P , of a gear and 

its mating pionion.  In addition, “ prS  gearing” features a highest 

possible degree of conformity at every point of contacnt of the tooth 

flanks, G  and P , and, thus, it features the highest possible 

power density being transmitting by the gear pair. 

As examples, a few potential applications of “ prS  gearing” 

are discussed.  The first of them pertains to two-degree-of-freedom 

gearing, and the other one pertains to determination of a most 

favorable tooth flank modification for a particular gear application. 
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